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Abstract

The field of few-shot learning has made remarkable strides in developing powerful models that can operate in the small data regime. Nearly all of these methods assume every unlabeled instance encountered will belong to a handful of known classes for which one has examples. This can be problematic for real-world use cases where one routinely finds ‘none-of-the-above’ examples. In this paper we describe this challenge of identifying what we term ‘out-of-support’ (OOS) examples. We describe how this problem is subtly different from out-of-distribution detection and describe a new method of identifying OOS examples within the Prototypical Networks framework using a fixed point which we call the generic representation. We show that our method outperforms other existing approaches in the literature as well as other approaches that we propose in this paper. Finally, we investigate how the use of such a generic point affects the geometry of a model’s feature space.

1 Introduction

Over the past decade, deep learning-based methods have achieved state-of-the-art performance in a range of applications including image recognition, speech recognition, and machine translation. There are many problems however, where deep learning’s utility remains limited because of its need for large amounts of labeled data [15]. The field of few-shot learning [27] aims to develop methods for building powerful machine learning models in the limited-data regime.

The common paradigm in few-shot learning is to assume that for each unlabeled instance, one has at least one labeled example belonging to the same class. At inference time then, classification of an unlabeled example $x$ simply involves determining which of a fixed number of known classes $x$ is most likely to belong to. In real-world problems on the other hand, it is frequently the case that one does not have labeled examples of every possible class that has support in a data distribution. This is particularly true in science and medical applications where it is time and cost prohibitive to have a subject matter expert sift through an entire dataset and identify all classes therein. Establishing methods of detecting whether or not unlabeled input belongs to any known class is thus critical to making few-shot learning an effective tool in a broad range of applications.

We define a datapoint to be out-of-support (OOS) if it does not belong to a class for which we have labeled examples, but was still drawn from the same data distribution as the labeled examples we
have. We call the problem of identifying such instances the *out-of-support detection problem*. As we explain in Section 2.3, OOS detection resembles, but is distinct from, out-of-distribution (OOD) detection where one attempts to identify examples which were drawn from a different data distribution entirely, (see Figure 1 for an illustration of the difference between these two types of problems). To our knowledge the OOS detection problem was first articulated in the literature only recently in [26], where two algorithms were proposed within the metric-based few-shot setting.

In this paper we describe a new approach to OOS detection which we call *Generic Representation Out-Of-Support (GROOS) Detection*. The name is inspired by the concept of generic points in algebraic geometry, which are points for which all generic properties of a geometric object are true [6]. Our method uses a so-called *generic representation* to represent the data distribution as a whole but no individual class in particular. Like the methods proposed in [26], our method can be adapted to work with a range of metric-based few-shot models. For simplicity, in this paper we focus on a Prototypical Networks [22] setting where the generic representation is simply a point in feature space. To predict whether an unlabeled instance \(q\) is OOS or not, one compares the distances from the encoding of \(q\) to each class representation and the generic representation. If the image of \(q\) is sufficiently close to the generic representation and sufficiently far from all class representations, it is predicted to be OOS. We state a pair of inequalities (1) relating the distances between query points, class prototypes, and the generic representation which need to be satisfied in order for GROOS detection to be able to correctly predict when \(q\) is OOS and also correctly predict the class of \(q\) when \(q\) is in-support. We analyze how these constraints effect the geometry of a model’s feature space, characterizing its structure through three Propositions (Propositions 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3). We also show that for GROOS to be successful, additional ‘second-order’ relationships between prototypes and the generic representation need to hold.

We benchmark GROOS detection against two recently proposed methods - LCBO and MinDist [26] - as well as an additional method - Background OOS detection - which we describe in this paper. We find that GROOS detection not only on average outperforms previous benchmarks (Section 4.1), but an adapted version of GROOS called *Centered GROOS* tends to outperform other OOS detection methods in settings that require significant model generalization (Section 4.2). Despite the strong relative performance of Centered GROOS detection in this latter setting, it is clear that the community still has a considerable amount of work to do before few-shot models can satisfactorily detect OOS examples when evaluated on datasets significantly different from those that they were trained on.

In summary, our contributions in this paper include:

- We introduce the GROOS detection method, which is designed to solve the out-of-support detection problem in few-shot learning using a generic representation.
- We benchmark GROOS detection against existing metric-based methods in the literature and an additional OOS detection method, Background OOS Detection, which we describe in this paper. We show that GROOS out-performs these approaches both in a traditional few-shot train-evaluation setting, and in a more challenging setting where models are trained on ImageNet and then evaluated on a diverse range of datasets.
- We state two inequalities relating class prototypes, the generic representation, and encoded query points, which must be satisfied in order for both OOS detection and standard in-support classification to be effective. Motivated by these inequalities we prove three propositions which relate feature space geometries that arise from the standard Prototypical Networks problem and the feature space geometries that arise from GROOS.

## 2 Background and related work

### 2.1 Few-shot learning and Prototypical Networks

There are a range of approaches that have been used to address the challenges of few-shot learning. Fine-tuning methods [1, 2] use transfer learning followed by fine-tuning to train models with limited data. Data augmentation methods [5] leverage augmentation and generative approaches to produce additional training data. Gradient-based meta-learning [4, 21] is a class of methods that use sophisticated optimization techniques to learn strong initial weights which can be adapted to a new task with a small number of gradient steps. The algorithm we propose in this paper is related to a fourth class of algorithms called metric-based models. In these models an encoder function is trained to embed data into a space where a distance metric (either hard-coded or learned) captures some
task-appropriate notion of similarity. Well-known examples of metric-based few-shot models include Prototypical Networks [22], Matching Networks [24], and Relational Network [23].

An episode is the basic unit of few-shot inference and training. It consists of a set $S$ of labelled examples known as the support set and an unlabeled set $Q$ known as the query set. Within an episode, a model uses elements in $S$ to predict labels for elements in $Q$. We assume that elements of $S$ belong to classes $C^\text{in} = \{1, \ldots, k\}$. For convenience, we decompose $S$ into a disjoint union: $S = \bigcup_{c \in C^\text{in}} S_c$, where $S_c$ contains only those elements of $S$ with label $c$. We will assume that the size $n = |S_c|$ is constant for all $c \in C^\text{in}$. The integer $n$ is known as the shots of the episode, while the integer $k$ is known as the ways. In this paper we will assume that $Q$ has been drawn from a distribution $p$, and each set $S_c$ has been drawn from the conditional distribution $p(y = c)$.

By few-shot training we mean the process of calculating the loss for an entire episode and then using that loss to update the weights of the model. Few-shot inference has an analogous meaning. A few-shot split is a partition of a dataset into train and test sets by class, so that examples from each class are contained in either the train or test split, but not in both.

Prototypical networks (ProtoNets) [22] uses an encoder function $f : X \to \mathbb{R}^d$ to map elements of both $Q$ and $S$ into metric space $\mathbb{R}^d$ (which we will always assume is equipped with the Euclidean metric). In $\mathbb{R}^d$, a centroid $\gamma_c$ is formed for each set $f_\theta(S_c)$. $\gamma_c$ is referred to as the prototype which represents class $c$ in $\mathbb{R}^d$. The model predicts the class of an unlabelled query point $q$ based on the solution to $\arg\min_{c \in C^\text{in}} ||\gamma_c - f_\theta(q)||$. Note that in the case where one needs probabilities associated with a prediction, one can apply a softmax function to the distance vector $[-d_c]_{c \in C^\text{in}}$ where $d_c = ||\gamma_c - f_\theta(x)||$.

### 2.2 The out-of-support detection problem

As mentioned in the Introduction, it is commonly assumed in the literature that all elements of $Q$ have a label from $C^\text{in}$. It was observed in [26] that in many real-world cases, this assumption is unrealistic. In that work the authors referred to an example $q \in Q$ that does not belong to a class in $C^\text{in}$ as being “out-of-episode”. We feel it is more appropriate to describe such examples as being out-of-support (OOS), since any elements found in $Q$ out-of-support (OOS), since any elements found in $Q$ that do not belong to any class in $C^\text{in}$. All the methods for OOS detection described or introduced in this paper use a confidence score $\varphi : X \to \mathbb{R}$ that maps a query point $q \in Q$ to a value in $\mathbb{R}$. In general, $\varphi$ also depends on the full support set $S$ as well as the encoder $f_\theta$, but to simplify notation we assume these dependencies are implicit.

The authors of [26] proposed two methods for OOS detection. Both are presented as an additional component that can be added to Prototypical Networks and it is in this context that we will describe and evaluate them. The first uses a function called the Minimum Distance Confidence Score (MinDist), $\varphi_\text{dist} : X \to \mathbb{R}$ which is defined as $\varphi_\text{dist}(q, f_\theta) = -\min_{c \in C^\text{in}} ||\gamma_c - f_\theta(q)||$. A query $q$ is predicted to be OOS if $\varphi_\text{dist}(q) < t$ for some $t < 0$. The second method proposed in [26] is the Learnable Class Boundary (LCBO) Network which is a parametric class-conditional confidence score $\varphi_\text{LC} : X \to \mathbb{R}$. $\varphi_\text{LC}$ uses a small, fully-connected neural network $h_\theta : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}$ to produce scores for each prototype/query pair $(q, \gamma_c)$. The confidence score $\varphi_\text{LC}(q)$ is defined as $\varphi_\text{LC}(q) = \max_{c \in C^\text{in}} (h_\theta(\gamma_c, f_\theta(q)))$. The model predicts that $q$ is OOS if $\varphi_\text{LC}(q) < t$ for some predetermined threshold $t$. We note that the authors of [26] used an additional term in the loss function to encourage their models to correctly identify OOS examples. We did not find the addition of such loss terms necessary to achieve good performance with the models introduced in this paper.

### 2.3 Out-of-distribution detection

Out-of-distribution (OOD) detection aims to develop methods that can identify whether or not a data point $x$ was drawn from some known distribution $p$. Methods for doing this within the context of
Figure 1: A diagram illustrating the difference between out-of-support detection and out-of-distribution detection for a few-shot task where one attempts to identify images of Newfoundlands and pugs from a dataset of dog images.

Deep learning models include: using a model’s largest softmax output value as a confidence score \([9,14]\) and ODIN \([17]\) which suggests identifying OOD examples through the use of model gradients and softmax temperature scaling. Standard benchmarks for OOD detection focus on using OOD detection methods to identify examples drawn from very visually distinct distributions. For example, a common experiment attempts to detect Gaussian noise or MNIST \([16]\) images injected into the CIFAR10 dataset \([12]\).

OOD detection differs from OOD detection in that, in general, the conditional distributions corresponding to elements belonging to \(C^\text{in}\) and \(C^\text{oos}\) only vary in subtle and arbitrary ways. Consider the example summarized in Figure 1 where \(S\) and \(Q\) consist of images of dogs. While it is true that the distribution of dog images belonging to classes \(C^\text{in} = \{\text{Newfoundland}, \text{pug}\}\) is different than those belonging to classes \(C^\text{oos} = \{\text{Labrador}, \text{Tibertan terrier}\}\), these differences are slight (and focus on very specific aspects of the input) relative to differences in distribution that OOD detection methods are designed to detect. Indeed, \([26]\) showed that a few-shot analogue of \([9]\) applied to a ProtoNet model struggled on the OOS detection problem. Additionally, OOD detection methods generally assume that even if a model has not seen examples of OOD data, it has seen many examples of in-distribution data. This is not the case for few-shot models which only have a handful of classes that they can use to characterize “in-distribution”. In fact, in the generalization-focused evaluation setting described in Section 4.2, few-shot models could be described as operating exclusively out-of-distribution in relation to their training set. Finally, while OOD examples are defined with respect to an entire dataset, OOS examples are only defined via a small support set, and this definition can vary from episode to episode. As suggested in \([26]\), all these differences argue for identifying few-shot OOS detection as a problem which is distinct from OOD detection, requiring its own set of methods.

3 OOS detection with a generic point

In this section we describe our proposed Generic Representation Out-Of-Support (GROOS) Detection method. Let \(f_0 : X \to \mathbb{R}^d\) be the encoder (for example, when \(X\) is an image space, then \(f_0\) might be a ResNet \([7]\) with the final linear classification layer removed). Let \(L : \mathbb{R}^d \to \mathbb{R}^d\) be an affine map, so that \(L(x) = Wx + b\) for some matrix (weights) \(W\) and vector (bias) \(b\). We construct a new encoder by composing \(h_\theta = L \circ f_0 : X \to \mathbb{R}^d\).

Next choose a point \(\gamma_{\text{oos}} \in \mathbb{R}^d\) which will be called the generic representation and a threshold \(0 \leq t \leq 1\). There are many potential choices for \(\gamma_{\text{oos}}\) but we find that the origin works well in practice. Inference with \(h_\theta\) is similar to inference with the standard ProtoNets (Section 2.1). For an \(n\)-shot, \(k\)-way support set \(S = \cup_{c \in C^{\text{in}}} S_c\), with support set labels \(C^{\text{in}} = \{1, \ldots, k\}\), and query \(q\), \(h_\theta(S)\) and \(h_\theta(q)\) are calculated and centroid prototypes \(\gamma_c\) are computed for each set \(h_\theta(S_c)\) with \(c \in C^{\text{in}}\). We compute the vector \(d_q := (d_{1}, \ldots, d_{k}, d_{\text{oos}})\) where \(d_{i} := ||\gamma_{i} - h_\theta(q)||\). Finally, let \(\text{softmax} : \mathbb{R}^{k+1} \to \mathbb{R}^{k+1}\) be the standard softmax function. Following the notation in Section 2.2 we define \(\varphi_{\text{gen}} : X \to \mathbb{R}\) to be \(\varphi_{\text{gen}}(q) := \text{softmax}(-d_q)_{k+1}\) where \(\text{softmax}(-d_q)_{k+1}\) is the \((k+1)\)st output coordinate corresponding to encoded query distance from \(\gamma_{\text{oos}}\). If \(\varphi_{\text{gen}}(q) > t\) then we predict that \(q\) is OOS. If \(\varphi_{\text{gen}}(q) < t\), then we predict that \(q\) is in-support and we use the other \(k\) softmax outputs from \(\text{softmax}(-d_q)\) to predict its class. Informally, this process consists of
We introduce a second OOS detection model to serve as an additional benchmark. We call it Algorithm 1 Background Detection since it was inspired by the “background class” described in [28]. Background Detection when the test set differs significantly from the training set.

### 4.1 Standard few-shot evaluation

\[
\text{Compute prototype centroid } \gamma_c \text{ from } h_\theta(S_c) \\
\text{Compute } d_c = ||\gamma_c - h_\theta(q)|| \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{Compute } d_{\text{oss}} = ||\gamma_{\text{oss}} - h_\theta(q)|| \\
\text{Set } d_q = (d_1, \ldots, d_k, d_{\text{oss}}) \text{ and compute } \varphi_{\text{gen}}(q) = [\text{Softmax}(-d_q)]_{k+1} \\
\text{if } \varphi_{\text{gen}}(q) > t \text{ then} \quad q \text{ is predicted as OOS} \\
\text{else} \quad q \text{ is predicted as in-support, belonging to class } c^* = \arg \min_{c \in C^m} d_c. \\
\text{end if}
\]

One can ask what metric properties an encoded dataset \( h_\theta(D) \) must have in order for GROOS detection to be effective. For simplicity we assume that prototypes \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k \) and generic representation \( \gamma_{\text{oss}} \) are fixed (empirically we find that prototypes are fairly stable when the number of shots is high enough so this is not an unreasonable approximation). (1) To ensure in-support examples are always predicted correctly, \( h_\theta \) must map any \( x \in D \) with label \( c \in C \) closer to \( \gamma_c \) than to \( \gamma_{\text{oss}} \). That is \( ||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_c|| < ||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_{\text{oss}}|| \) for all \( c' \in C \cup \{\text{oss}\} \) such that \( c \neq c' \). (2) One the other hand, when \( c \) is not represented in the support set, then \( h_\theta(x) \) must be closer to \( \gamma_{\text{oss}} \) than to any other class prototype which is not \( \gamma_c \) (which does not appear in the episode). Specifically, \( ||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_{\text{oss}}|| < ||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_{c'}|| \) for all \( c' \in C \) such that \( c' \neq c \). These inequalities can be combined for the single expression

\[
||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_c|| < ||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_{\text{oss}}|| < ||h_\theta(x) - \gamma_{c'}|| \quad \text{for } c' \in C, c' \neq c. \quad (1)
\]

Inequality (1) suggests that if one is not able to actually train \( h_\theta \) on dataset \( D \) (or a similar dataset), and hence \( h_\theta \) is not able to learn how to arrange encoded data around \( \gamma_{\text{oss}} \), then another sensible option is to choose \( \gamma_{\text{oss}} \) to be the centroid of \( h_\theta(S \cup Q) \). We call this alternative version of GROOS detection Centered GROOS Detection. We will see that it works better than the standard version of GROOS detection when the test set differs significantly from the training set.

### 3.1 Background detection

We introduce a second OOS detection model to serve as an additional benchmark. We call it Background Detection since it was inspired by the “background class” described in [28]. Background detection consists of an encoder function \( h_\theta : X \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d \) such as a ResNet, with its final classification layer replaced with a linear layer \( L : \mathbb{R}^d \rightarrow \mathbb{R}^d \) and two predetermined constants \( M > 0 \) and \( 0 \leq t \leq 1 \). An episode with support set \( S = \bigcup_{c \in C^m} S_k \) and query \( q \) proceeds with the usual calculation of class centroids \( \gamma_c \) for \( c \in C^m \). Using constant \( M \) and distances \( ||\gamma_c - h_\theta(q)|| || \) between encoded query and prototypes the vector \( d_q := (d_1, \ldots, d_k, M) \) is obtained. The confidence function \( \varphi_{\text{back}}(q) := [\text{Softmax}(-d_q)]_{k+1} \). Query \( q \) is predicted to be OOS if \( \varphi_{\text{back}}(q) > t \).

### 4 Experiments and analysis

#### 4.1 Standard few-shot evaluation

Our first set of experiments look at how well OOS detection methods (MinDist, LCBO, Background Detection, GROOS, and Centered GROOS) can identify OOS examples in the setting where the base model is trained and evaluated on few-shot splits drawn from the same dataset. That is, we partition
We find that in this setting, performance is generally worse for all model types. This is not surprising.

We ran experiments to evaluate how adaptable MinDist, LCBO, Background Detection, GROOS was introduced at inference time. We chose to train our networks on a few-shot training split of all models were trained for four days of wall clock time on a single Tesla P100 GPU for a total of 4.0), CUB-200 [25] (CC0 1.0), and Omniglot [13] (MIT License).

The experiments in the previous section simulated the situation where one has access to a training dataset between train and test. We focus on the datasets: CIFAR100 [12] (CC-BY 4.0), CUB-200 [25] (CC0 1.0), and Omniglot [13] (MIT License).

All models were trained for four days of wall clock time on a single Tesla P100 GPU for a total of between 250,000 and 500,000 training episodes in that time. All performances stabilized around the lower end of that range. All models used a ResNet18 encoder with the final linear layer removed and were initialized with the standard ImageNet (CC-BY 4.0) pre-trained weights from Torchvision [19]. We address the question of how performance differs for different sizes of encoder in Section A.1 of the Appendix. We used the Adam optimizer for training, with a learning rate of $1 \times 10^{-5}$, a weight decay factor of $5 \times 10^{-5}$, and $\beta$ values of 0.9 and 0.999. All results correspond to 5-shot, 5-way episodes, with 8 queries per support class and a total of 40 OOS images introduced per episode (that is, 50% of all images in the query were OOS). All images were resized to $224 \times 224$ before being fed through the model. To evaluate each model, we sampled 1000 episodes from the corresponding few-shot test set. To complete the evaluation, we computed the area under precision recall curve (AUPR) and area under the ROC curve (AUROC) for each model with respect to the evaluation queries and multiplied these by 100.

The result of these experiments can be found in Table 1. We bold all scores that are within 0.5 of the top model (in terms of both AUPR and AUROC), putting an * next to the top score in each column. As can be seen, in two of the three datasets used, GROOS outperforms other methods by at least 1.0 both in terms of AUPR and AUROC. On Omniglot, MinDist, LCBO, GROOS, and Centered GROOS all do close to perfect. We include this last experiment to demonstrate that when a sufficiently strong encoder is used for a simpler dataset, then a range of OOS detection methods can do quite well.

4.2 Generalization experiments

The experiments in the previous section simulated the situation where one has access to a training dataset which is similar to the data that one wants to apply the model to during inference. However, as pointed out in the Introduction, there are many applications of few-shot learning where one does not have access to such a training set. In these cases it is important that a model can perform well, even when the dataset one wants to perform inference on is substantially different from the data used for training.

We ran experiments to evaluate how adaptable MinDist, LCBO, Background Detection, GROOS Detection, and Centered GROOS Detection were when a dataset from a previously unseen distribution was introduced at inference time. We chose to train our networks on a few-shot training split of ImageNet, as ImageNet has been shown to generally produce rich and flexible feature extractors [11, 2], and then test on: the few-shot ImageNet testset, CIFAR100, Omniglot, Aircraft [18], Describable Textures [3], and Fruits 360 [20]. All models used the same encoder, hyperparameters, and training scheme as that described in Section 4.1.

We find that in this setting, performance is generally worse for all model types. This is not surprising since the models are essentially operating on out-of-distribution data at inference time. Aircraft is covered by CC BY-SA 4.0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CIFAR100</th>
<th>CUB-200</th>
<th>Omniglot</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AUPR</td>
<td>AUROC</td>
<td>AUPR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td>88.4±0.1</td>
<td>86.6±0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td>83.2±0.5</td>
<td>84.7±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>87.2±0.3</td>
<td>86.9±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>90.1±0.2*</td>
<td>90.2±0.3*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>88.9±0.9</td>
<td>88.4±0.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) and area under the precision-recall curve (AUPR) for a range of few-shot OOS detection methods. We put an * next to the top score in each column and set in bold all the rest of the scores in the column that are within 0.5 of this.
4.3 Generic points: feature space geometry and decision boundaries

In this section we analyze the geometry of the feature space induced by the use of a generic point to detect OOS examples. This is motivated by the empirical observation that the use of a generic point seems to change the way that a model clusters classes. In the low-dimensional setting of Figure 2 for example, we observe that while moving from standard ProtoNets to ProtoNets with Background Detection appears to simply tighten clusters, moving to ProtoNets with a generic point results in a distinct radial cluster structure around the generic point (at (0, 0)). Below we will try to formalize some of the intuition gained from these experiments so that we can make precise statements about the different kinds of geometry induced by these different problem formulations. Proofs for all propositions can be found in Section A.2.

Recall that an affine hyperplane in \( \mathbb{R}^d \) is a translation of a \((d-1)\)-dimensional subspace. Alternatively, a non-zero vector \( v \in \mathbb{R}^d \) and constant \( b \in \mathbb{R} \) define an affine hyperplane via the expression \( H := \{ w \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid \langle w, v \rangle = b \} \). Note that any affine hyperplane \( H \) decomposes \( \mathbb{R}^d \) into two open half-spaces: \( H^+ := \{ w \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid \langle w, v \rangle > b \} \) and \( H^- := \{ w \in \mathbb{R}^d \mid \langle w, v \rangle < b \} \). For any two distinct points \( x_1, x_2 \in \mathbb{R}^d \), one gets a hyperplane \( H_{x_1, x_2} \) defined by normal vector \( x_1 - x_2 \) and constant \( \langle x_1 - x_2, x \rangle = \langle x_1 - x_2, x_1 \rangle \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ImageNet</th>
<th>CIFAR100</th>
<th>Omniglot</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Textures</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td>95.0±0.1</td>
<td>79.4±0.5</td>
<td>86.3±0.7</td>
<td>59.3±0.2</td>
<td>73.8±0.8</td>
<td>95.5±0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td>91.8±0.1</td>
<td>73.3±1.4</td>
<td>66.4±1.8</td>
<td>53.8±0.4</td>
<td>64.5±1.8</td>
<td>88.6±2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>93.7±0.0</td>
<td>77.1±0.8</td>
<td>76.6±0.7</td>
<td>58.3±0.3</td>
<td>70.1±0.7</td>
<td>92.8±0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>95.5±0.1 *</td>
<td>72.1±2.6</td>
<td>75.7±1.2</td>
<td>54.3±0.3</td>
<td>71.1±0.9</td>
<td>92.1±0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>94.7±0.3</td>
<td>79.8±0.9 *</td>
<td>82.1±0.7</td>
<td>61.7±0.4 *</td>
<td>79.9±0.3 *</td>
<td>96.4±0.1 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: The area under the ROC curve (AUROC) for a range of few-shot OOS detection methods which were all trained on a few-shot training split of ImageNet and then evaluated on a range of datasets. We put an * next to the top score in each column and set in bold all the rest of the scores in the column that are within 0.5 of this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ImageNet</th>
<th>CIFAR100</th>
<th>Omniglot</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Textures</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td>95.0±0.1</td>
<td>80.1±0.6</td>
<td>85.5±0.7</td>
<td>59.4±0.3</td>
<td>72.7±0.8</td>
<td>95.3±0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td>92.6±0.1</td>
<td>76.3±1.0</td>
<td>68.5±1.6</td>
<td>54.7±0.5</td>
<td>65.3±1.5</td>
<td>89.0±2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>93.6±0.1</td>
<td>77.5±0.9</td>
<td>58.6±1.9</td>
<td>58.4±0.4</td>
<td>71.8±0.8</td>
<td>89.8±1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>95.7±0.1 *</td>
<td>74.3±3.0</td>
<td>74.6±1.4</td>
<td>53.8±0.3</td>
<td>75.2±1.0</td>
<td>91.2±0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>95.0±0.2</td>
<td>80.6±0.8 *</td>
<td>82.1±0.5</td>
<td>61.8±4.7 *</td>
<td>82.3±0.2 *</td>
<td>96.2±0.3 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: The area under the precision recall curve (AUPR) for a range of few-shot OOS detection methods which were all trained on a few-shot training split of ImageNet and then evaluated on a range of test datasets. We put an * next to the top score in each column and set in bold all the rest of the scores in the column that are within 0.5 of this.
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The decomposition described in Proposition 4.1 can be used to describe those regions of
\( R \)

Proposition 4.1. Let \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k, \gamma_{oos} \in R^d \) be a finite list of prototypes and generic point. The set of
hyperplanes corresponding to each pair of \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k, \gamma_{oos} \) induce a decomposition of \( R^d \) into open
(possibly empty) subsets (cells) \( S_\sigma \), where \( \sigma \in S_{k+1} \) and

\[
S_\sigma := \{ x \in R^d \mid ||x - \gamma_{\sigma(1)}|| < \cdots < ||x - \gamma_{\sigma(k+1)}|| \},
\]

as well as a measure zero, closed subset \( B \) which is the union of all \( H_{\gamma_i, \gamma_j} \) for \( i, j \in \{1, \ldots, k, oos\} \).

The decomposition described in Proposition 4.1 can be used to describe those regions of \( R^d \) that can
lead to the correct classification of an encoded point in different versions of the ProtoNet problem. As
we will see, these regions differ substantially between the classic ProtoNets problem and ProtoNets
with generic point. We call a point \( x \in R^d \), \( i \)-viable if encoding a class \( i \) query point \( q \) such that
\( h_\theta(q) = x \) results in the correct prediction that \( q \) belongs to class \( i \), if class \( i \) is represented in the
support, or that \( q \) is OOS, if class \( i \) is not represented in the support. A point is called viable if it is
\( i \)-viable for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). A set of points \( U \) is called \( i \)-viable if every point in \( U \) is \( i \)-viable
and viable if every point in \( U \) is viable.

- **Standard ProtoNets:** For a point belonging to class \( i \) to be predicted correctly, it must lie in a
cell of the form \( S_\sigma \) with \( \sigma(1) = i \). Note that outside of measure-zero set \( B \), every point in \( R^d \) is
\( i \)-viable for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) since every cell \( S_\sigma \) consists of points closest to some centroid
(i.e. \( \sigma(1) = j \) for some \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \)) and in the setting where OOS examples do not exist, a
point belonging to class \( i \) is always classified correctly if it is closer to centroid \( \gamma_i \) than it is to any
other centroid.

- **ProtoNets with generic point:** For a point belonging to class \( i \) to be predicted correctly both when
its prototype is present and also when it is not, it must satisfy inequality [1]. This means that it
must lie in a cell of the form \( S_\sigma \) with \( \sigma(1) = i \) and \( \sigma(2) = oos \). Note that this condition means
that even outside of \( B \), there are non-viable regions of \( R^d \). For example, if \( \sigma(2) \neq oos \).

We illustrate these differences in Figure 3 for the standard ProtoNets problem (left) and ProtoNets
with generic point (right). We put boxes around the label of viable regions in each diagram.

Proposition 4.2. Let \( \{1, \ldots, k\} \) be a set of classes and let \( \gamma_{oos} \in R^d \) be a generic point.

1. In the standard ProtoNets problem, the set of \( i \)-viable points is always nonempty for each choice
of distinct prototypes \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k \in R^d \) and for all \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \).

2. In the ProtoNets with generic point problem, there are choices \( k \) and distinct \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k, \gamma_{oos} \in R^d \)
for which the \( i \)-viable region of \( R^d \) is the empty set for some \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \). There are also
choices of distinct \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k, \gamma_{oos} \) such that there is a nonempty \( i \)-viable region for each \( i \).
Figure 3: Low dimensional illustrations of the feature space decision boundaries of the (left) standard ProtoNet problem with three prototypes, (right) the ProtoNet problem with generic point. In each region we label the ordering the closest prototypes/generic point. We box the labels of regions which are viable.

Thus we see that the introduction of a generic points puts additional constraints on how a model can arrange prototypes in feature space, with some arrangements being not only non-optimal, but actually precluding correct predictions.

Our final proposition shows that the radial pattern shown in Figure 2 actually represents general geometric structure induced by the generic point problem. For fixed $\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k, \gamma_{oos} \in \mathbb{R}^d$ we call the region of $\mathbb{R}^d$ which consists of points that are closer to $\gamma_{oos}$ than to any $\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k$ the OOS-core (note that as a corollary to Proposition 4.2.1 this always exists). We call two sets $U, V \subset \mathbb{R}^d$ adjacent if there is a point $p \in \mathbb{R}^d$ such that for any $\epsilon > 0$, the open ball $B_\epsilon(p)$ contains points from both $U$ and $V$.

**Proposition 4.3.** If $\gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k, \gamma_{oos} \in \mathbb{R}^d$ are a choice of distinct prototypes/generic point such that the set $P_i$ of i-viable points is non-empty for $i \in \{1, \ldots, k\}$, then $P_i$ is adjacent to the OOS core.

5 Limitations and broader impacts

As indicated in Section 4.2 all existing OOS detection methods struggle when applied to data that is significantly different from the model’s test set. This is a major obstacle blocking the use of these models in many science domains. While Centered GROOS represents progress, we suspect that more sophisticated methods will need to be developed in the future in order to achieve satisfactory results. Additionally, our theoretical analysis only addressed limited aspects of the GROOS model. In Section 4.3 for example, we restrict ourselves to a study of fixed prototypes. Finally, in future work we would like to compare our metric-based approaches to OOS detection, to metalearning methods developed to address related problems [10].

Our work, like other work in few-shot learning, has the capability to broaden access to deep learning tools by lowering training data requirements. This can be positive because it means that groups without large data acquisition and computing budgets can apply deep learning to solve problems and negative because those uses of machine learning with negative societal impacts now require less data.

6 Conclusion

In many situations, the ability to detect OOS examples is a necessary requirement for deployment of few-shot learning models. In this paper we showed that in the metric-based setting, GROOS and its
variant Centered GROOS are two methods that begin to address this challenge. Despite the fact that our models, on average, outperformed existing approaches, we believe OOS detection is a challenge that deserves more attention within the few-shot community, since effective solutions will enable broader adoption of few-shot methods for real-world science and engineering applications.
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Table 4: Results for the same set of experiments reported in Table 1 but using a 4-Conv encoder rather than a ResNet18 encoder. We put an * next to the top score in each column and set in bold all the rest of the scores in the column that are within 0.5 of this.

A Appendix

A.1 Encoder size

Given that much of the metric-based few-shot learning literature uses small encoders, in Figure 4 we include results for the “standard” few-shot experiments using a 4-Conv encoder (as in [22, 26]) rather than the ResNet18 encoder used in Section 4.1. Interestingly, we find that with a smaller encoder the LCBO method does significantly better relative to other approaches, indicating that learning decision boundaries for OOS detection may be a more effective strategy in either a lower dimensional feature space or for less rich encoders. In future work it would be interesting to investigate whether attaching a larger MLP helps LCBO scale to larger encoders. Of course, including more fully-connected layers quickly becomes expensive which would be a potential downside of this method.

We also repeated the generalization experiments from Section 4.2 (which also used a ResNet18 encoder) with a 4-Conv encoder and a ResNet50 encoder. We summarize our results in Figures 5 and 6. The logic behind our choice to also test larger encoders in this setting stemmed from the observation that in tasks that require higher levels of generalization, large encoders can sometimes yield better results [8]. We find that larger encoders do tend to slightly improve performance in terms of AUROC and AUPR. With the exception of AUPR for the Aircraft dataset where MinDist performed slightly better than Centered GROOS when we used a ResNet50 encoder instead of a ResNet18 encoder, the top performing model on a dataset did not change based on whether one used a larger encoder. It is perhaps notable that the Aircraft dataset is also one of the few examples where model performance decreased when using a ResNet50 encoder rather than a ResNet18 encoder.

Distinct from the pattern we observed in Figure 4, in this setting using a smaller encoder did not appear to result in much better performance for LCBO. With the exception of its performance on ImageNet itself, which does not require the same level of generalization, LCBO did not out-perform other methods on any of the datasets. We suspect that this arises from the fact that learning decision boundaries is not an approach that transfers well to significantly different datasets. Similar to the results from Section 4.2 we observe that the top models in terms of generalization were Centered GROOS and MinDist suggesting that centered generic points and raw distance are better able to capture “different-ness” across datasets. We also observe that in the smaller encoder setting, MinDist is more competitive with Centered GROOS.

A.2 Proofs from Section 4.3

Proof of Proposition 4.1. For any $x \in \mathbb{R}^d$, either (1) there are at least two $\gamma_i, \gamma_j$ for $i, j \in \{1, \ldots, k, oos\}$ such that $||x - \gamma_i|| = ||x - \gamma_j||$ or (2) for all $\gamma_i, \gamma_j$ either $||x - \gamma_i|| > ||x - \gamma_j||$ or $||x - \gamma_i|| < ||x - \gamma_j||$. In the former case, $x \in B$ since $x$ belongs to $H_{\gamma_i, \gamma_j}$, as this hyperplane consists precisely of those $x'$ such that $||x' - \gamma_i|| = ||x' - \gamma_j||$. In the latter case the set

$$D = \{||x - \gamma_i|| \mid i \in \{1, \ldots, k, oos\}\}$$

consists of distinct real numbers. It is clear that these numbers can be ordered so that they are strictly increasing. Denote by $\sigma$ the permutation from $S_{k+1}$ such that

$||x - \gamma_{\sigma(1)}|| < ||x - \gamma_{\sigma(2)}|| < \cdots < ||x - \gamma_{\sigma(oos)}||$. 
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ImageNet</th>
<th>CIFAR100</th>
<th>Omniglot</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Textures</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4-Conv encoder</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td>71.28</td>
<td>63.36</td>
<td><strong>67.45</strong></td>
<td>54.07</td>
<td>57.29</td>
<td><strong>95.97</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td><strong>75.51</strong></td>
<td>60.36</td>
<td>58.68</td>
<td>52.49</td>
<td>58.16</td>
<td>87.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>61.78</td>
<td>60.78</td>
<td>65.10</td>
<td>52.95</td>
<td>55.75</td>
<td>92.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td><strong>75.99</strong></td>
<td>59.22</td>
<td>61.44</td>
<td>53.59</td>
<td>59.44</td>
<td>90.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>61.78</td>
<td><strong>64.80</strong></td>
<td><strong>67.03</strong></td>
<td><strong>54.87</strong></td>
<td><strong>61.77</strong></td>
<td>94.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ResNet50 encoder</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td><strong>97.51</strong></td>
<td>82.33</td>
<td><strong>84.54</strong></td>
<td>58.49</td>
<td>76.46</td>
<td>92.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td>95.66</td>
<td>79.54</td>
<td>73.93</td>
<td>55.72</td>
<td>74.48</td>
<td>90.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>95.57</td>
<td>79.11</td>
<td>60.61</td>
<td>53.86</td>
<td>78.48</td>
<td>92.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td><strong>97.76</strong></td>
<td>79.17</td>
<td>78.55</td>
<td>53.38</td>
<td>80.60</td>
<td>94.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>96.96</td>
<td><strong>84.20</strong></td>
<td>81.36</td>
<td><strong>59.07</strong></td>
<td><strong>84.17</strong></td>
<td><strong>96.40</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: AUROC results for the same set of experiments reported on in Table 2 but using a 4-Conv encoder (top) and ResNet50 encoder (bottom) rather than a ResNet18 encoder. We put an * next to the top score in each column and set in bold all the rest of the scores in the column that are within 0.5 of this.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>ImageNet</th>
<th>CIFAR100</th>
<th>Omniglot</th>
<th>Aircraft</th>
<th>Textures</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>4-Conv encoder</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td>70.44</td>
<td>62.67</td>
<td><strong>69.71</strong></td>
<td><strong>53.84</strong></td>
<td>57.27</td>
<td><strong>95.97</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td><strong>74.50</strong></td>
<td>58.58</td>
<td>57.04</td>
<td>52.20</td>
<td>57.31</td>
<td>87.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>60.67</td>
<td>59.07</td>
<td>61.99</td>
<td>52.39</td>
<td>55.75</td>
<td>91.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td><strong>75.48</strong></td>
<td>58.62</td>
<td>60.55</td>
<td>53.10</td>
<td>59.12</td>
<td>91.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>70.44</td>
<td><strong>63.17</strong></td>
<td>64.04</td>
<td><strong>53.73</strong></td>
<td><strong>59.46</strong></td>
<td>94.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ResNet50 encoder</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MinDist</td>
<td><strong>97.63</strong></td>
<td>81.41</td>
<td><strong>85.62</strong></td>
<td><strong>58.72</strong></td>
<td>78.77</td>
<td>91.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LCBO</td>
<td>95.28</td>
<td>77.56</td>
<td>71.53</td>
<td>55.17</td>
<td>73.48</td>
<td>91.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Background (ours)</td>
<td>95.63</td>
<td>79.26</td>
<td>77.26</td>
<td>57.87</td>
<td>77.09</td>
<td>95.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROOS (ours)</td>
<td><strong>97.68</strong></td>
<td>77.16</td>
<td>79.53</td>
<td>54.63</td>
<td>76.87</td>
<td>94.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centered GROOS (ours)</td>
<td>96.75</td>
<td><strong>83.27</strong></td>
<td>81.19</td>
<td><strong>58.24</strong></td>
<td><strong>82.02</strong></td>
<td><strong>96.48</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: AUPR results for the same set of experiments reported on in Table 3 but using a 4-Conv encoder (top) and ResNet50 encoder (bottom) rather than a ResNet18 encoder. We put an * next to the top score in each column and set in bold all the rest of the scores in the column that are within 0.5 of this.
Then \( x \in S_\sigma \). This shows that the union of \( B \) and each set in \( \{ S_\sigma \mid \sigma \in S_{k+1} \} \) is equal to \( \mathbb{R}^d \). Using the distance parametrization of each \( S_\sigma \) based on \( \sigma \), it is also clear that \( B \) is disjoint from each \( S_\sigma \) and that furthermore, \( S_\sigma \cap S_\tau = \emptyset \) when \( \sigma \neq \tau \).

The fact that each \( S_\sigma \) is open, and \( B \) is closed and measure zero follows from elementary topology/measure theory.

\[ \square \]

**Proof of Proposition 4.2**

1. If \( \gamma_1, \ldots, \gamma_k \) are distinct from each other, then for any \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \), we can choose \( \epsilon > 0 \) sufficiently small such that for all points \( x \in B_{\epsilon}(\gamma_i) \) we have that \(||x - \gamma_i|| < ||x - \gamma_j||\) for each \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) with \( j \neq i \). Observe that

\[
B_{\epsilon}(x) \subseteq \bigcup_{\sigma \in S_{k+1}, \sigma(1) = i} S_\sigma,
\]

that is, \( B_{\epsilon}(x) \) belongs to the \( i \)-viable region of \( \mathbb{R}^d \). Hence the \( i \)-viable region is non-empty.

2. We give two examples, in the first there exists an element \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) such that the \( i \)-viable region is empty. In the second, for each \( i \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \), the \( i \)-viable region is not empty. In both cases we leave it to the reader to verify the example.

(a) Consider the case \( d = 2, k = 2, \gamma_{oos} = (1, 0), \gamma_1 = (0, 0), \) and \( \gamma_2 = (-1, 0) \). It can be checked that in this case the 2-viable region consists of those points that are both to the left of the line \( x = (0, 0) \) and to the right of the line \( x = (\frac{1}{2}, 0) \). This set is of course empty.

(b) Consider the case \( d = 2, k = 4, \gamma_{oos} = (0, 0), \gamma_1 = (1, 0), \gamma_2 = (0, 1), \gamma_3 = (-1, 0), \) and \( \gamma_4 = (0, -1) \). Elementary calculations show that the 1-viable region is nonzero and defined by the inequalities \( y > -\frac{1}{2}, y < \frac{1}{2} \), and \( x > \frac{1}{2} \). The 2, 3, and 4-viable regions can be obtained from the 1-viable region via symmetry transformations.

\[ \square \]

To prove Proposition 4.3 we need to establish a couple short lemmas:

**Lemma A.1.** Let \( \gamma_i \) and \( \gamma_j \) be distinct prototypes. If two points \( x \) and \( y \) satisfy the inequalities

\[
||x - \gamma_i|| < ||x - \gamma_j|| \quad \text{and} \quad ||y - \gamma_i|| < ||y - \gamma_j||,
\]

then for any point \( z \) on the line segment \( \ell \) connecting these two points,

\[
||z - \gamma_i|| < ||z - \gamma_j||. \quad (2)
\]

If, instead,

\[
||x - \gamma_i|| = ||x - \gamma_j|| \quad \text{and} \quad ||y - \gamma_i|| < ||y - \gamma_j||,
\]

the strict inequality \((2)\) holds at every point on \( \ell \setminus \{x\} \).

**Proof.** To prove the first part of the Lemma, notice that both \( x \) and \( y \) lie on the same side of the hyperplane \( H_{\gamma_i, \gamma_j} \). Since a hyperplane splits \( \mathbb{R}^d \) into two convex half-spaces, the entire segment \( \ell \) lies on a single side of this hyperplane and the result follows.

The last statement is true since, if the segment does not lie entirely in the plane \( H_{\gamma_i, \gamma_j} \), it can only intersect at a single point, \( x \) (note that \( \ell \) could also lie entirely within \( H_{\gamma_i, \gamma_j} \) but we know that the other end point of \( \ell, y \), is not in \( H_{\gamma_i, \gamma_j} \)). Since \( x \) is the endpoint of the segment, the rest lies in one of the open half spaces, in this case, that whose points satisfy \((2)\).

\[ \square \]

**Lemma A.2.** Let the \( \gamma_i, \gamma_j \) as in Lemma 4.1, \( x \) a point in the \( i \)-viable region and \( \gamma_{oos} \) be a distinct generic representation. Let \( \ell \) be the line segment between \( x \) and \( \gamma_{oos} \) and \( z \) be the point on \( \ell \) where it intersects \( H_{\gamma_{oos}, \gamma_i} \). Then the line segment \( \ell' \) from \( x \) to \( z \) is such that for any point \( w \) on this segment and for all \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) with \( j \neq i \),

\[
||w - \gamma_i|| < ||w - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||w - \gamma_j||.
\]
Similarly, if \( \ell'' \) is the line segment from \( z \) to \( \gamma_{oos} \), then all \( w \) on \( \ell'' \) satisfy 
\[
||w - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||w - \gamma_j||
\]
for all \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) (including \( j = i \)).

**Proof.** Notice that \( \gamma_{oos} \) and \( x \) satisfy the inequalities
\[
0 = ||\gamma_{oos} - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||\gamma_{oos} - \gamma_j|| \quad \text{and} \quad ||x - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||x - \gamma_j||
\]
for any \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) with \( j \neq i \). Applying Lemma A.1 this implies that \( z \), which lies on the line segment connecting \( x \) and \( \gamma_{oos} \), satisfies
\[
||z - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||z - \gamma_j||.
\]
Since it lies on \( H_{\gamma_{oos} \gamma_i} \) as well,
\[
||z - \gamma_i|| = ||z - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||z - \gamma_j||. \tag{3}
\]
But since \( x \) satisfies
\[
||x - \gamma_i|| < ||x - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||x - \gamma_j||,
\]
two applications of Lemma A.1 yield that for any point \( w \) on \( \ell' \),
\[
||w - \gamma_i|| < ||w - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||w - \gamma_j||.
\]
This proves the first statement.

Next, returning to (3), we see that since
\[
0 = ||\gamma_{oos} - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||\gamma_{oos} - \gamma_j||
\]
for any \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) (including \( i = j \)), then by Lemma A.1 for all \( w \) on \( \ell'' \) we must have that
\[
||w - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||w - \gamma_j||,
\]
which proves the second statement.

Using these lemmas, we can prove Proposition 4.3:

**Proof.** Let \( x \) be a point in the \( i \)-viable region of \( \mathbb{R}^d \) and \( z \) be the point on the segment \( \ell \) between \( x \) and \( \gamma_{oos} \) that lies on the hyperplane \( H_{\gamma_i \gamma_{oos}} \). Note that \( \ell \) must cross this hyperplane since \( x \) lies on one side of \( H_{\gamma_i \gamma_{oos}} \), being closer to \( \gamma_i \) than to \( \gamma_{oos} \), and \( \gamma_{oos} \) lies on the other.

By Lemma A.2 all points \( w \) of \( \ell \) on the same side of \( H_{\gamma_i \gamma_{oos}} \) as \( x \) satisfy
\[
||w - \gamma_i|| < ||w - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||w - \gamma_j||,
\]
for all \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) with \( j \neq i \). All such points are \( i \)-viable. All points on \( \ell \) on the same side of \( H_{\gamma_i \gamma_{oos}} \) as \( \gamma_{oos} \) satisfy
\[
||w - \gamma_{oos}|| < ||w - \gamma_j||
\]
for all \( j \in \{1, \ldots, k\} \) including \( j = i \). It follows that these points are in the OOS-core. It is clear then that for any \( \epsilon > 0 \), the ball \( B_{\epsilon}(z) \) contains both points from the \( i \)-viable region of \( \mathbb{R}^d \) and the OOS-core. This proves the Proposition.

\[\square\]